abelian group G. Let 2l a (£) be the spectral subspace of a. at p^& For a Hilbert space JP, <g (3? } denotes the C*-algebra of all compact operators on & '. We consider the group C*-algebra C*(G) of G as a C*-subalgebra of <^(L 2 (G)) in the following: The u will be defined in section 3. Following [2] , two C*-algebras 21 and S3 are called stably isomorphic if 2I(x)^(jf) and S3(g)^ '(jf) are isomorphic where Jf is a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space.
A positive element x of a C* -algebra 21 is called strictly positive if 0(*)>0 for any state ^ of 21. Let P(a) be the Connes-Olesen invariant of the C*-dynamical system (21, G, a) and let a be the action of G on C* (21 ; a) dual to the action a of G.
Theorem 3. Le£ (21, G, a) be a C* ''-dynamical system based on a compact abelian group G. Tnen p^F(a) if and only if d p (I)I( 0) for any non-zero closed two-sided ideal I of C*(2l; a).
Theorem 4. Let (21, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system based on a compact abelian group G. Let 21 fl (21*)' be the relative commutant of 2l a in 2L If 2Tn (2r a ) x^( 0), the following statements hold: We would like to express our hearty thanks to Professor M. Takesaki for enlightening us to study these topics and to Professor H. Araki for critical reading of the manuscript and for many helpful suggestions. § 2. Notation and Preliminaries Let (21, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system based on a compact abelian group. The C*-crossed product C* (21 ; a) of 21 by a is defined as the enveloping C*-algebra of L*(G;2I), the set of all Bochner integrable 2t-valued functions on G equipped with the following Banach *-algebra structure :
where dg is the normalized Haar measure on G.
For a representation p of 21 on a Hilbert space Jf p9 let Ind p be a representation of L*(G;2l) on L 2 (G ; J%) such that (Ind ?
for .r<EL>(G;2l) and 5?eL 2 (G ; jf,). If p is faithful, Ind p can be extended to a faithful representation of C*(2l;ar) ( [10] ). For x^Ll(Gi 21) and ^e(5 let <*,(*) be an element of L^(G; 2T) such that & P (x) (g) =<jg, p">x(g). The dual action of G on C* (21 ; a) is defined as the unique extension of d p on L l a (G \ 21) to an action on C* (21 ; a) which we also denote by d p .
For two C* -algebras 21 and S3, 81 (8) 85 denotes the C*-tensor product of 21 and S3 with respect to some C*-(cross) norm. In most of cases 21 or S3 will be of type I; if this is the case, the C*-norm is unique and hence there is no ambiguity about C*-norms.
Let <$ (3f) be the C*-algebra of all compact operators on a Hilbert space Jf. Let 1 be the regular representation of G on L 2 (G) and Ad 1 the adjoint action of G on <^(L 2 (G)). Since G is compact abelian, it follows from [7] that C* (21; or) is isomorphic to the fixed point algebra of 2l(g) # (L 2 (G)) under the product action a(x)Ad A of G.
According to [8] 9 £1 is a projection of norm one from 21 onto the fixed point algebra 2t" = 2t a (l). The family {2l"(£) ; p^G\ is total in 2T and satisfies that 21* (/>) 2l a (g) c2l a (pg).
Let M(2T) be the multiplier algebra of the C*-algebra 2T. The strict topology of M(2l) is the weakest topology in which the maps x-^xa and x-^>ax from M(2l) into 21 are continuous for eacha£=2l. The bitransposed action a** of a on the second dual 21** leaves M(2l) invariant. Thus a** defines the action of G on M(2I) which is an extension of a on 21 and will be denoted by a. §3. Structure of C*-Crossed Products We first make the following observation about the fixed point algebra of a tensor product. In the case of periodic modular actions, a prototype of the following proposition is in [6] . Proof. Since 2l a (£) and S3^(g) are total in §f and S3 respectively, and since el® 1 * is of norm 1, the proposition follows from the following formula for x e2l a (/?) (x)^ (#) :
This formula follows immediately from:
Q. E. D.
Then AdJ,(d,)=J,V;=<g, />>^e Further for p^G let e, be the one-dimensional projection onto <•, py in I/ 2 (G) 5 
which satisfies
Then u p e q = e pq u p and the closed span of {# # e, ; A geG} is
Proof. The group C*-algebra C* (G) is the closed span of [e p ; }. The lemma follows from the fact :
Theorem 1 is a consequence of Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.
As a corollary we have 
with the converse computation we can conclude that Ind jo(C*(8t; a)) = / o(2I)®C*(G) 5 which completes the proof. Q. E. D.
Remark. The above proposition holds for a general locally compact amenable group G without any change of the proof. The key point is that Ind p is faithful when p is faithful (cf. [10] 
Let Jf be the C*~algebra of compact operators on a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. For a C*-dynamical system (2f, G ? a) we consider (^(x)^, G, a = a:(x)£) where c is the trivial action of G on Jf .
To prove Theorem 2 we first state a key lemma.
Lemma 4. 1. Le£ (21, G, a) fog a C* -dynamical system based on a C* -algebra 21 including a strictly positive element and a compact abelian group G. Then the following statements are equivalent:
) contains a unitary for all
Theorem 2 is an easy consequence of the above lemma (i)= and Proposition 3.3 as follows: C* (21 ; a)(x)jf = C* (2t(x)jf 3 a) .
Now we have to prove Lemma 4.1. The proof depends on an idea of Brown [2] In the following let (21, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system based on a compact abelian group G. 
Q; E. D 9 §5, The Invariant r(a) and the Dual Action a
We study the relation between r (a) and the dual action a of a. Such a relation is studied in [7] for a discrete abelian group G. In this section we determine the algebraic structure of the relative commutant of the fixed point algebra in a C*-dynamical system (cf. [3] , [9] ).
Let & be a C*-algebra and ^ be a C*-subalgebra of the center Z@ of & such that the closed ideal of 38 generated by # is 38 itself. Let Q be the spectrum of # and let I a for each w^Q be the maximal ideal of # consisting of all elements of c^tf with <c, <y> = 0. Denote by J ffl the closed ideal of ^ generated by I a . Now suppose J is a primitive ideal of &. Then there is an irreducible representation TT such that 7r~1(0)=J. Since ^ cZ^», it holds that 7r(<^)C C-1 and hence that n(<g ) -C° 1 due to the assumption for # . Therefore we have an element w^.Q such that TT(C) -<c, tw)>l for all cG^7. Thus JD/ ffl , which implies that Jl)J u . Therefore we have the following lemma : Lemma 6.1.
n J.= (0).
Let @">=$%/J m and let 6 ffl be the image of b<=& by the quotient map T) U of ^ onto 38 /J n . It follows from Lemma 6. 1 that ^ is commutative if and only if 38 n is commutative for any co^Q. Moreover, let J be a primitive ideal of 38. As we saw before, there is an element wE^Q such that J~Dj a . Now we begin to prove Theorem 4. We take the C* -dynamical system (# =3In (SI")', G 5 £) where we assume ^^(0) and /3 is the restriction to $ of the action a on SI. Then <% -=3%^ is the center of 2I a and hence # cZ^. By the above lemma we have the ergodic system (#", G, ^8") for each <we0. 
